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>>> counts = [1, 2, 3] 
>>> for item in counts: 
        print(item) 
1 
2 
3

>>> counts = [1, 2, 3] 
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>>> try: 
        while True: 
            item = next(items) 
            print(item) 
    except StopIteration: 
        pass # Do nothing 
1 
2 
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A StopIteration exception is raised whenever next is called on an empty iterator

>>> contains('strength', 'stent')
True
>>> contains('strength', 'rest')
False
>>> contains('strength', 'tenth')
True

def contains(a, b): 
    ai = iter(a) 
    for x in b: 
        try: 
            while next(ai) != x: 
                pass # do nothing 
        except StopIteration: 
            return False 
    return True

def contains(a, b):
    ai = iter(a)
    for x in b:

            while next(ai) != x:
                pass # do nothing

    return True
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class Countdown:
    def __init__(self, start):
        self.start = start

    def __iter__(self):
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            yield v
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